Internet-based teleoperation employs robots and internet a two breakthrough technologies to manipulate robots from distance for different applications. Variable and unknown time delay dynamics of internet is the main obstacle for realtime teleoperation via internet. In this paper the internet delay dynamics and its characteristics have been studied based on the measurement in different nodes. Then a black-box model for end-to-end internet delay dynamics has been developed using system identification and Auto-Regressive eXogeneous (ARX) model. Our experimental studies show a regular periodic behaviour in long-term intervals of internet delay variation and also confirm the accuracy and reliability of our theoretical and modelling derivations. This paper also introduces a novel multivariable control method for real-time telerobotic operations via Internet. Random communications delay of the Internet can cause instability in realtime closed-loop telerobotic systems. When a single identification model is used, it will have to adapt itself to the operating condition before an appropriate control mechanism can be applied. Slow adaptation may result in a large transient error. As an alternative, we propose to use a Multiple Model framework. The control strategy is to determine the best model for the current operating condition and activate the corresponding controller. We propose the use of Multi-Model Adaptive Control Theory and Multivariable Wave prediction method to capture the concurrency and complexity of Internet-based teleoperation. The results confirm the efficiency of the proposed technique in dealing with constant and variable delay dynamics of internet.
Introduction
Robotics and Internet industry can be considered as one of the most important specification of the technology improvement today. The concept of teleoperation has been around for awhile. It involves remote control of a plant or machine from far distance via a medium environment. Generally remote control of a plant or machine from far distance and via a medium environment is called teleoperation. The distance can vary from tens of centimetres (micromanipulation) to millions of kilometres (space applications). Teleoperation takes several forms and can he done via any communication medium. Recently, the main focus has been on teleoperation via the Internet. Motivated by the availability, widespread access, and low cost of the Internet, many researchers have focused on the Internet-based teleoperation. Since the Internet introduces random communication delays, several challenges and difficulties, such as loss of transparency, and de-synchronization in real-time closed-loop telerobotic systems, may arise.
In order to meet these challenges, a general and efficient modeling and analysis tool for the Internet delay needs to be developed. Several techniques have been measurement in different nodes and developed a realistic black-box model for internet delay dynamics associated with internet communication link using system identifycation. This model then has been applied in a novel multi-model adaptive control platform in conjunction with wave-prediction and passivity technique.
As a consequence, in this paper the internet dynamics and its main parameters are introduced in Section 2. In Section 3 the internet delay dynamics are studied, measured and modelled for control and telepperation applications. The wave variable, smith predictor and nonlinear adaptive control techniques are introduced and implemented in Sections 4-6. A multi-model adaptive control system is also designed and implemented in Section 7 for stable real-time teleoperation with time varying internet dynamics.
Dynamics of the Internet

Description of Internet Based on Its QoS Parameters
Internet communication technology has changed our communicational practices and it is almost available everywhere with low cost. Using internet as a communication link for remote operations will widely spreads the application of teleopeartion systems with highest accessibility, ease of use and low cost [2, 20] . Remote environments limit access to power and telecommunication resources needed by telerobot systems. Mobile robots applied for teleoperation applications (e.g. telesurgery) most provide real-time access to the remote plans with a stable closed-loop control [21] , regardless of their location, environment and internet delay dynamics [3] . However the variable and random dynamic behaviour of internet time-delay impedes transparent and real-time teleoperations over internet [4, 22] . In order to overcome this limitation, a general and reliable model of the internet delay dynamics and a stable control system platform to manipulate teleoperator via this communication link are required. It is very important to have a deeply understand the end-to-end internet delay dynamics as it directly affects on the quality of service (QoS) [23, 24] in real-time applications. It also enable design and develop an efficient teleoperation control system for both real-time and offline applications. The queuing theory has been applied widely as a powerful tool to analyze both packet-switched and circuit-switched networks. Nevertheless, due to its limitations, the queuing theory is not proper for network delay dynamics analysis. Several measurement-based studies imply that the end-to-end packet time delay in the Internet is quite dynamic [5] [6] [7] and many works also have been published describing the end-to-end packet time delay [8, 9, [25] [26] [27] and the end-to-end path specifications [10, 26] .
In a study on end-to-end packet delay and packet loss in the Internet using small UDP probe packets [5] , the correlation between the actual packet delay and the packet loss is examined. In [10] , the routing behaviour of the Internet has been analyzed using measurements of about 40,000 end-to-end trace route results. The delay dynamics of the Internet have been analyzed in [7] based on measurements of about 20,000 TCP data transfers. The loss and delay characteristics of a transmission link are also presented using end-to-end multicast measurements in [9] . In [11] , the Internet delay is measured and analyzed at 3 sample nodes in the Internet at random instances, but no description of the delay dynamics is provided. The above studies all are limited to the study of statistical behaviour of the end-to-end packet delays or path characteristics, however the end-to-end packet delay dynamics of the Internet, which are very critical for realtime stable teleoperation via internet have not been investigated yet. Several measurement-based studies have also been applied for black-box modeling of the internet traffic [12] [13] [14] [15] . In [12] , a traffic model for wide-area TCP traffic has been proposed by characterizing several distributions of different parameters, such as the number of transferred bytes and the packet inter-arrival time. A fast algorithm to construct a Circulant Modulated Rate Process (CMRP) for traffic modeling also has been offered in [13] . The CMRP and auto-regressive moving average (ARMA) have been used in [14] to model the internet traffic.
Here we have analyzed the internet delay dynamics based on the measurements and developed an ARX black-box model for internet delay dynamics. This model can be used, in particular, to design an efficient delay based teleoperation control system using the optimal control theory. The ARX model is simple, easy to handle, useful in the domain of control theory, and its coefficients are easily determined with minor computations. The main parameters describing internet performance in terms of QoS [16] includes: time-delay, Jitter, Bandwidth and Packet-loss (Figure 1) . To improve the performance, the time delays need to be minimized. The impact of other parameters can be reduced using existing methods, which usually involve a trade-off with the time delay. So, the QoS improvement in general involves minimization of the time delay, which is our main concern at this research work. tion is show. This is because of the delay in the system. There is always delay in the remote operation system. And each part has some delay. The digital systems increase the delay in the remote operation system. According to Shannon's law, the measuring frequency should be move than two times of the highest frequency. In systems with long delay, the remote operation performs in a "move and wait" manner. When the delay applies to a signal accidentally, the signal become a module signal and the move delay for this frequency, the move similarity to a modulate signal. This modulate signal can cause instability in system. Time delay defines as the average required time by a packet in the communication link to travel from the sender to the receiver. The internet time delay includes the queuing, processing and propagation delay inspired by switches, and communication links. The main QoS parameter is the time delay, because applying any technique affecting on improvement of other parameters usually involves a trade-off with delay. Furthermore to improve the performance, at the end the delay need to be minimized. So improvement of QoS in internet-based teleoperation in general involves minimization of the time delay. Applying any technique which decreases the time delay or its effects on the stability of the system will improve the whole system performance and efficiency.
Jitter
The random queuing delay in the communication link and network devices is an important part of the end-toend time-delay. Due to these varying delays within the network, the travel time for a packet can vary from a packet to a packet. This phenomenon is called jitter. It is assumed that the end-to-end time delay is given by:
, with jitter J representing a maximum value of deviation, represented in Figure 2 (a).
In Figures 2(b) and (c), the master and slave position are shown, respectively with and without jitter for two different master signal frequencies. In general if the maximum jitter is smaller than half width of the strobe impulse of the digital-to-analog-converter (DAC), it will have no effect on the signal. However, usually it is greater than that. The distortion caused by jitter introduces high frequency noise and possible destabilization in the system [18] . By employing reconstruction filters [19] the destabilizing effect of jitter can resolved [25] [26] [27] . Other applied techniques for jitter compensation includes: delaying play-out, prefacing each chunk with a timestamp, and prefacing each chunk with a sequence number [16] .
Band Width
The Bandwidth (BW) which also refers to as the net bit rate or channel capacity, defines the maximum data transmission rate in a communication link. It specifies the maximum throughput of the physical communication path. Internet bandwidth can be thought of as an electronic byway that connects the Internet to the computer. Increasing bandwidth allows more traffic to flow, increasing speed. For teleoperation systems, the BW depends on the applied protocol and also the resolution and sampling rate of the force and position signals. Teleoperation is BW-sensitive [3] , so the required BW for data transmission including the protocol overhead should be reduced. In UDP, the protocol overhead is smaller comparing to TCP and also using UDP, a consistent sample rate can be gained with lower fluctuations [25] [26] [27] .
Packet Loss
Packet loss or increasing time delay in teleoperation system may result in a buffer under-run at the receiver side and destabilize the whole control system [28] [29] [30] . Usually the packet loss is due to the over-loading of the network which causes dropping the packet by network device. It depends on the applied queuing technique and load in the network node. Using UDP offers lower packet loss and is preferred [26, 31, 32] . However some techniques such as forward error correction (FEC) which offers redundancy in sent packets are also applied for packet loss compensation [26] .
Dynamics of Internet Time-Delay
Experimental Determination of Time Delay: Delay Dynamics in Real Internet
Experimental data were collected for the typical time delays encountered by the data packets between the host and the client. In these experiments the host PC and the client PC were connected to the different local area networks (LANs) on the Tarbiat Figure 3 shows the variations in the delay during a 24-hour period with sampling at 1 min intervals. Here the time-delay for a number of Internet nodes in different geographical locations in Iran has been measured as well as another international node for different time intervals. The results are summarised in Table 1 . Moreover, we have also measured the delay between two given nodes (denoted by IP1 and IP2) and also between these two and other nodes identified in Table 2 .
The measurement results are shown in Table 2 . The variations in the delay during a 24-hour period with sampling at 1 min intervals are shown in been done independent from other intervals. It is evident in Figure 3 that the 24-hour delay dynamics is periodic, such that the delay in the early hours and the late hours of the day is high, and decreasing in between during the day. For longer sampling intervals, we do not see the significant instantaneous delay variations; which called blackouts; that are present in measurements for shorter sampling intervals. This is an illusion, and can lead to instability in the system if the said blackouts are ignored. We also note that despite the chaotic nature of the Internet delays, it is a cyclic phenomenon with a period of 24 hours. Figure 4 shows that the Round Trip Time (RTT) for a sample link in one week, taken from the NLANR Active Measurement Project (AMP). It has a cyclic nature similar to our measurements [26] .
The return-level parameter presented in [19] is a value which expected to occur exactly once during each return period. The statistical result of the return-level parameter are plotted in Figure 4 for five different return periods. Referring to our internet delay measurement results, a regular cyclic behaviour is observed despite of the irregular and chaotic nature of the internet time-delay dynamics. Here also abrupt and significant changes in delay dynamics are evident. However several works proposed for making the teleoperation system robust against timedelay variations [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , non of these techniques are able to cover these abrupt significant variations.
End-to-End Internet Time-Delay Dynamics: An Internet Time-Delay Black-Box Model
The end-to-end packet delay dynamics is modeled as a SISO (Single-Input-Single-Output) system. The input is the inter-departure times between packets leaving the source, and the output is an end-to-end packet delay measured at the destination. We use the Auto-Regressive eXogenous (ARX) model and determine its coefficients using system identification approach ( Figure 5 ). Since the ARX is a linear time-invariant model, it cannot rigorously capture the non-linearity of the packet delay dynamics. Nevertheless, the ARX model is applied in many control engineering problems, because non-linearity around a stable operating point can be well approximated by a linear system. The input of this system is the inter-departure times between packets leaving the source, and the output is an end-to-end packet delay measured at the destination. Effects of other traffic and communication link such as the packets coming from other hosts are also modeled as noise in the ARX model. Due to the non stationary characteristics of the aggregated network traffic [27], in order to reduce non-stationarity of noise, instead of end-to-end packet delay itself, we use the end-to-end packet delay variation. The input to the ARX model is the inter-departure time (u[k]). In unilateral teleoperation applications, this is constant and determined by the control frequency. Therefore, given a constant input, the predicted output (end-to-end packet delay) would also become constant after the transient period. Therefore, the dynamic model may appear to be unrelated for teleoperation applications, but in bilateral teleoperation, which is the main focus of our modeling applications, the model can be used.
However even in a unilateral teleoperation we can use random inter-departure times in order to address the delay effects on system dynamics. As the input to the system, we use a packet inter-departure time from the source, i.e., the interval between two consecutive packet transmissions from the source. Use of the packet inter-departure time is straightforward since, as suggested by the queuing theory, it directly affects the end-to-end packet delay. On the contrary, as the output from the system, we use an end-to-end packet delay variation measured by the destination, i.e., the difference in two consecutive endto-end packet delays.
Our approach of a black-box modeling using the ARX model is distinctive from other black-box approaches for modeling network traffic using the AR (Auto-Regressive) model or the ARMA (Auto-Regressive Moving Average) model [15, 19, 20, 27 ].
Black-Box Modeling Using ARX Model
Here we have modeled the internet dynamics based on its delay dynamics as a single-input-single-output (SISO) system and the end-to-end packet delay dynamics are used to describe the dynamics of this SISO system. We use the ARX model and determine its coefficients using system identification techniques [23] . The ARX model has the input whereas either the AR model or the ARMA model does not have any input. In other words, only the ARX model provides us with how the past input data affects the future output data.
Nevertheless, the ARX model is a linear time-invariant model, therefore it cannot significantly capture nonlinearity of the packet delay dynamics. However, the non-linear dynamical systems operating around a stable point can be well approximated by a linear system [21] , and the ARX model can be applied effectively to this system and to similar various control engineering problems. Figure 5 illustrates the fundamental concept of using the ARX model for modeling the packet delay dynamics.
The input to the ARX model is a packet inter-departure time from the source, and the output from the ARX model is an end-to-end packet delay variation measured by the destination. Effects of other traffic (i.e., packets coming from other hosts) are modeled as the noise. To determine the coefficients of the ARX model, a few sets of input and output data are collected from simulation using NS2 [22] and our own measurements.
 
is un-measurable disturbance (i.e., noise), and
is the delay operator; i.e., correspond to the k-th packet inter-departure time and the k-th end-to-end packet delay variation. All coefficients of the polynomials, n and n , are parameters of the ARX model, and are to be determined from the input and the output data using system identification.
The system identification problem for the ARX model is formulated as a minimization problem, where the cost function is given by a loss function [23] . Only the outline are shown in this paper, and interested readers are referred to [23]  be a vector of all past outputs and inputs, respectively. Then: 
where Z is the past input and output data defined as:
The solution N  that minimizes the above loss function is easily obtained by the least square method:
The simulation model consists of 10 source-destination pairs and a single bottleneck link. The exponential distribution is used as justified in [23] . The average transmission rate of UDP packets is set to 203 Kbit/s. Other simulation parameters are: the packet size is fixed at 2000 bytes, the bottleneck link bandwidth is 1.3 Mbit/s, the propagation delay of the bottleneck link is 1.8 ms, and propagation delays of access links range from 0.5 to 2 ms. We consider two cases: 1) each host sends only UDP packets and 2) each host sends both UDP and TCP packets. 
However, choosing different values for  elements can effectively change the result of modeling, but the ARX model can correctly model the end-to-end packet delay dynamics if  is chosen appropriately.
 
We choose 20, 20, 1   for the UDP and UDP + TCP cases to minimize the AIC (Akaike's Information Theoretic Criterion) [23] [24] [25] . The AIC is defined as:
where n is the number of unknown parameters, i.e.,
 
In what follows, we discuss the accuracy of the end-to- Figures 10(a) and (b) for the UDP case and the UDP + TCP case, respectively. We note a weak negative correlation between the inter-departure time and the end-to-end packet delay variation. In spite of such a weak correlation, the ARX model can accurately capture the end-to-end packet delay dynamics. We have also have used this model to develop and verify teleoperation systems under various Internet delays. The experimental results confirm the accuracy and usefulness of our theoretical derivations [28, 29] .
Nonlinear Adaptive Control
The important point in the remote operation system is the existing of time delay with the path. Because in the internet the delay for send is different with receive one, so in systems of bi lateral in internet, there will be two variables T2(t) and T1(t). Such delay in system makes the control difficult and decreases the workability. In order to decrease the effects of delay, the mentioned time in the remote operation, there have been done some works. In 1957 Mr. Smith presented a new approach called smith's approach [14] for the above problem. In 1989, Anderson and song presented the distribution and passivity theory. In 1977, Jacouz and Niemeyer [6] used the wave variable approach in sending remote signals and they used passivity theory for stability of the systems. In 1999, Park and Chow [23] used the sliding mode for designing the controls in the remote operation systems. Finally, in 2000, Elhaj et al. [23] proposed an "event oriented approach" for the remote operation systems. A typical teleoperation system considered here consists of a local master manipulator (master site) and a remote slave manipulator (slave site). The human operator controls the local master manipulator to drive the slave in order to perform a given task remotely ( Figure  11) .
The system must be completely "transparent" so that the human operator could feel as if he/she is able to directly manipulate the remote environment. Instead of perfect force tracking, the overall teleoperation system should behave as a free-floating mass plus linear damper specified by the control and scaling parameters. Hung, Marikiyo and Tuan in [17] used the concept of a virtual manipulator to design a nonlinear control scheme that guarantees the asymptotic motion (velocity/position) tracking and has a reasonable force tracking performance even in when the acceleration, the values of dynamic parameters of manipulators as well as the models for human operator and the environment are not available. In the absence of friction and other disturbances, dynamic 
then the system is said to be "transparent" to human-task
Passivity
interface. This requires knowledge of the manipulator acceleration, which in practice, is difficult to obtain. Moreover, there is a trade-off between motion tracking performance, force tracking performance, and system stability for a master-slave teleoperation system. In order to improve the performance, we increase the degree of freedom of the control system by utilizing a "virtual master manipulator". This manipulator is described by the following dynamic model
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(10) Figure 8 shows the block diagram of the overall teleoperation system using the virtual master manipulator.
Wave Variables
Definition of Wave Variables
The wave variables concept was proposed originally in [7, 8] by Anderson and Spong, for teleoperators with communications delays. The concept of wave variables is based on a more general framework of passivity and was motivated by the case of scattered operators. For ease of reference, we repeat the basic mathematical formulations for the wave variables method using power flow as:
in which the F and X denote force and velocity respecttively and U and V are incidental and reflected wave variables in Figures 12 and 13 . U and V can be calculated from power parameters (F and X) as:
in which the parameter b is a positive constant depends only on network and communication link characteristics. For a bilateral teleoperation of forced reflected systems, the transmission process can be defined as:
Transforming the power parameters into wave variables will affects on the system passivity. Using transmission process formula (13) in power flow relation (11) and with assuming the initial energy state 0 , the overall energy of communication link during signal transmission between master-slave will be calculated as:
 
where T is a constant time delay, and the m and s also represents respectively the master and slave side of the waves. Here however the system is stable for any time delay (T), but the system performance decreases significantly proportional to the time-delay in communication link.
where, X md and X sd are the desired velocities of the master and the slave, respectively. The system is passive independent of the delay T. This means the applied transformation makes the wave variables robust against time-delay (constant delays). However this is gained at the cost of significant performance degradation for long delays. Using an observer or predictor in communication link may improve the efficiency at variable and long time-delays [12] .
Smith Predictor
Structure of Smith Predictor
A very effective time delay compensation method is to use the Smith Predictor [13] [14] [15] as shown in Figure 14 , counted for in the controller to coordinate the feedback with system dynamics. The Smith Predictor works poorly unless the delay is precisely known [16] .
The Multivariable Smith Predictor
However the Smith Predictor is typically used for SingleInput-Single-Output (SISO) systems, here we have extended the concept of smith predictor to be applied in a multivariable system. Considering and 
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So the closed-loop system can be defined as follow:
This shows that similar to the SISO system, in multiinput-multi-output (MIMO) systems also the delay can be also removed from the control loop.
Wave-Based Prediction and Regulation
In order to overcome the limitations affected by using wave variables or smith predictor and to use their advantages at the same time, Munir [12] proposed a system includes the combination of smith predictor and wavevariables (we call it wave-predictor). Two different implementation schemes of this wave prediction technique are depicted in Figures 15(a) and (b) . To preserve the properties of the stability and tracking, we have added additional features to the communication channel as shown in Figure 16 .
The Wave-Variable Based Multi-Model Adaptive Control System (MMACS)
Switching control systems are mainly proper to describe the abrupt and significant changes of dynamic systems. These variations may be due to the failure of the component, disturbances, change in subsystem interconnections, environment changes and repairs [18] [19] [20] [21] . When a single identification model is used, it will have to adapt itself to the operating condition before appropriate controls can be taken. If the environment changes suddenly, the original model (and hence the controller) is no longer valid.
If the adaptation is slow, it may result in a large transient error. However, if different models are available for different operating conditions, then suitable controllers corresponding to each condition can be devised in advance.
The control structure in Figure 17 (a) determines the best model for the existing operating condition at every instant, and activates the corresponding controller. This structure is based on N models which have been developed at various points across the operating range of the process.
A controller is designed for each model, using the Diophantine pole-placement algorithm. A supervisor as shown in Figure 17(b) compares the output errors for each one of the N models. A discrete equivalent of the performance index is given in (17), for the model:
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Expansion of this controller for the master-slave teleoperation was proposed in [22] , where the best model for the current operating condition is identified and the corresponding controller either in the master or in the slave is activated. The block diagram of this proposed control system is shown in Figure 18 . Here we have used the ARX model for the communication delay, and obtained its parameters using a system identification approach; and studied its performance under abrupt changes in the time delay using simulation and analysis.
The stability of the proposed MMAC system [30] will preserved by: [31] .
This technique has been applied to control a simple teleoperation system and its behaviour for a constant delay and also a time-varying delay on the communication link between the plant and the controller has been studied. Figure 19(a) shows the system output using ordinary wave prediction method. In the output of our proposed method (Figure 19(b) ) we note that the proposed control system is more robust with minim overshoot. Figures 19(c) and 20 show the step responses for ordinary and proposed control methods, when time delay changed abruptly from 700 msec to 2100 msec at t = 50. We note that the proposed multi-model control strategy has a satisfactory response with small fluctuations. Figure 21(a) shows the tracking response without wave preof wave prediction and the proposed control methods are also plotted. The results indicate the usefulness of our diction. In Figures 21(b) and (c) , the tracking responses proposed approach particularly for abrupt variations of the environment's parameters. In order to examine the tracking efficiency of the proposed control, the system tracking response without wave pr oper platform in this paper. ediction, with wave prediction and also with proposed control system in constant time delay (2 sec) are depicted in Figures 22(a)-(c) . Here we have also examined different configuration of wave variable block combined with the MMAC system. Two different structures are implemented as depicted in Figures 23(a) and (b) . Simulation results of the control signals using wave variables and estimator in constant and also in variable (1 ± 0.02 sec) delays are shown in Figures 24 and 25 for these configurations. Comparing these plots show that the second configuration (placing MMAC between master and slave) introduces a more efficient characteristics.
Conclusion and Future Works
The dynamics of internet as a possible pr for real-time teleoperation were addressed The internet delay dynamics were introduced as a main QoS parameter to define the constraints for internetposed multi-model control strategy has a satisfactory b dynamics were extracted using delay measurement in several real internet nodes. Using measurement results a block-box model for internet delay dynamics were introduced and applied for modelling internet dynamics in web-based teleoperation system. We showed a regular cyclic behaviour in despite of the irregular and chaotic nature of the internet time-delay dynamics, and also abrupt and significant changes in delay dynamics. In order to overcome the limitation of the previously proposed works to deal and describe this abrupt variation, we developed a new adaptive control system which fully adapt usefulness of our proposed approach particularly for abrupt variations of the environment's parameters. This structure can also be combined with the wave variable method, the Smith predictor method, and a combination of the two in linear and/or nonlinear controllers, timebased and/or non-time based controllers and other suitable types of controllers, so that the most fitting controller can be utilized depending on the circumstances. 
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